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Minutes of the August 24, 2018 
Public Meeting of the 

New York State Deferred Compensation Board 
 

 A public meeting of the New York State Deferred Compensation Board (the “Board”) 
was held on August 24, 2018, in Room 2E of the offices of Shearman & Sterling LLP in New 
York, New York.  The meeting began at approximately 9:10 a.m. and adjourned at 
approximately 2:20 p.m.  
 
In attendance: 
 
Board Members: Blake G. Washington, David Natoli 

   Staff Members (“Staff”): David Fischer, Sharon Lukacs, James Reeves 

Shearman & Sterling LLP  
(“S&S”): Nathan Greene, Jingjing Liang, Anna Stillman  
 
State Street Bank and Trust 
Company (“State Street”): Aaron Poulin, Joel Griffin 

 GSAM Stable Value, LLC   John Axtell, Marie Mastro, Lori Pomerantz 
(“GSAM”):    

Callan Associates Inc. (“Callan”): Tom Shingler, Millie Viqueira 

CliftonLarsonAllen LLP 
(“Clifton”): Thomas Rey  

Nationwide Retirement Solutions  
(“NRS”): Brenda Anderson, Patrick Ray, Debi Pugh, Ric Whetro  
 
Boston Partners Large Cap Value 
Equity Fund (“Boston Partners”): Kristina Spencer, Mike McCune 
 

Blake G. Washington acted as Chairperson and Anna Stillman acted as Secretary of the 
meeting.  Mr. Washington called the meeting to order at approximately 9:10 a.m. 
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I. APPROVAL OF MINUTES 

At approximately 9:15 a.m., the Board went into Executive Session with Staff and S&S 
to discuss certain matters related to the Deferred Compensation Plan for Employees of the State 
of New York and Other Participating Jurisdictions (the “Plan”).  The Board returned from 
Executive Session at approximately 9:40 a.m. and the public session resumed. 

 
The Board reviewed the minutes of the previous public Board meeting held on May 11, 

2018.  Mr. Washington moved to approve the minutes, and they were unanimously approved. 
 

II. INVESTMENT CONSULTANT PRESENTATION 

Tom Shingler of Callan provided a market outlook and performance overview of the 
Plan’s investment managers for the second quarter.  Mr. Shingler informed the Board that non-
U.S. markets and emerging markets have lagged recently in comparison to stronger U.S. returns.  
Mr. Shingler noted the spread between growth and value returns, with growth generally 
outperforming value.  Mr. Shingler also presented the results of Callan’s 2018 Environmental 
Social Governance Survey.   

Mr. Shingler flagged absolute and relative returns across each of the Plan options and 
focused on some variability and lagging results on a near-term basis. Mr. Shingler also 
commented on management changes at several fund managers.  

III. AUDITOR PRESENTATION 

Thomas Rey of Clifton informed the Board that the 2018 audit was nearly complete and 
would be ready to present at the next Board meeting. He commented on Clifton’s performance 
criteria testing and concluded by noting that all audit and testing results are expected to be 
satisfactory. 

IV. TRUSTEE PRESENTATION 

Aaron Poulin of State Street introduced his colleague Joel Griffin, a State Street 
executive in charge of the firm’s public funds business.  Mr. Griffin said that the Plan is an 
important State Street client and that he and the team are committed to a high of level service to 
the Plan. 

V. PLAN ISSUES 

David Fischer of Staff began the presentation by reviewing the 2017-2018 Plan expenses.  
Expenditures for the fiscal year were up 1.7% compared to the previous year due to higher than 
anticipated participant count and legal and RFP costs related to investment option contracting.  
With overall growth in assets, however, expenses as a percentage of assets had declined.  
Expenses at the level of the various investment options had also generally come down.  Mr. 
Fischer then reviewed a summary of the expenses associated with the Plan’s international equity 
portfolio and Stable Income Fund. A discussion followed, with a focus on participant education 
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initiatives that might emphasize the Plan’s attractive costs relative to other retirement savings 
options in the market. 

Following Mr. Fisher’s presentation, James Reeves of Staff presented on various 
demographic metrics applicable to the Plan’s participants.  Overall the number of participants 
has shown a continuous and steady increase.  Also covered were analyses on participation, 
contribution, rollover and other activities among participants and the variances in such activities 
by age group.  Mr. Reeves noted that contributions tend to increase as the age group increases.   

VI. ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICE AGENCY PRESENTATION 

Debi Pugh of NRS previewed an online enrollment feature tailored to the Plan and 
launching this September.  Ms. Pugh highlighted that online enrollment can increase security, 
reduce enrollment errors, and generally improve efficiency from both Plan and participant 
perspectives.  The launch will begin with a special edition employer newsletter announcement in 
early September, followed by a soft launch to ensure proper functionality, and ultimately the 
circulation of participant communication to employees through email as well as posters at 
employer workplaces.  A quick response (QR) code that links employees directly to a mobile-
optimized online enrollment Web site will be available in certain communications. Working 
from slides, Patrick Ray of NRS demonstrated the online enrollment user experience for the 
Board.   

Mr. Ray reported that the Plan’s enrollment numbers have continued to grow, making the 
2017-2018 fiscal year another record year.  Employer adoption of the Plan has also been strong, 
although lower than in previous years due to the smaller pool of remaining potential adopters.  
Mr. Ray also noted that 2018 saw a number of employer conversions, a process that typically 
generates increased participation in the Plan. 

Ms. Pugh circulated a draft of the Quarterly newsletter for review.  The publication 
focuses on millennials, emphasizing the importance of their continued enrollment and 
encouraging millennials to communicate the benefits of retirement planning to their peers.  

VII. STABLE INCOME FUND STRUCTURE MANAGER PRESENTATION 

Marie Mastro of GSAM addressed the recent departure of Josh Kruk, and commented on 
her confidence in David Westbrook in filling the role of Mr. Kruk.  Ms. Mastro then updated the 
Board on the Stable Income Fund’s performance in the second quarter, noting a positive and 
consistent cash flow, an increase in total assets, and a credit rating increase.  Ms. Mastro 
informed the Board that Voya had completed the transfer of securities from the intermediate 
portfolio to the short duration portfolio. 

Ms. Mastro informed the Board that GSAM has accepted a bid for a new wrap contract 
with Voya with a highly competitive fee.  She attributed the attractive bid to both competition in 
the marketplace and the interest in the Plan as a large and important counterparty.  Ms. Mastro 
indicated that a review of recent manager fee changes suggests an overall decrease in manager 
fees, and expects such decrease in manager fees to continue in the future.   

Lori Pomerantz of GSAM provided the Board with a review of the current market and 
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concluded that the previous quarter’s results had been in line with expectations.  Ms. Pomerantz 
then reviewed the performance of specific managers and discussed the nine identified 
compliance errors for the period, none of which were concerning to GSAM. 

VIII. BOSTON PARTNERS PRESENTATION 

Following an introduction from Kristina Spencer of Boston Partners, Michael McCune of 
Boston Partners provided the Board with an overview of the Large Cap Value Equity Fund’s 
investment philosophy.  He said the fund targets the intersection of valuation, business 
fundamentals, and business momentum and explained the quantitative approach used to construct 
the portfolio.  Mr. McCune then reviewed performance and concluded with optimism regarding 
the target markets in the near future.  

IX. ADJOURNMENT 

There being no further issues to discuss, the meeting was adjourned at approximately 
2:20 p.m.  

*     *     *     *     * 

   Anna Stillman 
  Secretary of the Meeting 
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